INTRODUCTION
The devastating second wave of India’s COVID-19 pandemic has understandably provoked international outcry to accelerate vaccine rollout in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). The global vaccine rollout is indeed paramount and represents the most promising path out of this pandemic. At the same time, India’s second wave shows that vaccine distribution may not happen fast enough to avert catastrophic COVID-19 surges in LMICs. As in India, countries as varied as Nepal, Tunisia, Malaysia and Uganda have experienced recent surges, with warnings of imminent health system collapse and oxygen shortages similarly reverberating. 1-3 In the near term, LMICs will not be able to treat or vaccinate themselves out of surges without great loss of life. Instead, saving lives will require competent implementation of public health measures that have been mainstays of combating this pandemic since its emergence. In the wake of India’s tragedy, we propose reimagining one such measure—sometimes referred to as ‘lockdown’—and, in place of this language that evokes painful memories for millions, argue for a new concept: humane shelter at home (HuSH).

We argue for this shift in language not as a matter of semantics, but rather to motivate critical rethinking of when and how this measure should be used to save lives. In LMICs, the calculus for lockdowns is even narrower than in high-income countries. LMIC governments fear that starvation deaths—rather than unemployment and psychosocial distress alone—could be the worst consequence of poorly implemented lockdowns, and yet, as India’s situation reveals, inaction or delay in implementing lockdowns may be even more detrimental.

THE HIGH COSTS OF DELAY
Last year’s nationwide lockdown in India, instituted from March to May 2020, curbed COVID-19 transmission; however, memories of its societal costs coloured India’s response to the second wave. On 24 March 2020, the entire country was given 4 hours’ notice to return home and stay in place. Although the central government implemented a financial stimulus and state governments provided food via India’s public distribution system (PDS, a network of ration shops), vulnerable populations, particularly migrant workers, were sometimes excluded from these benefits. Public transportation was abruptly suspended. Facing unemployment in cities, migrant workers sometimes walked hundreds of kilometres back to rural areas. Journalists directly attributed hundreds of deaths to the lockdown. 5

The second wave of India’s COVID-19 pandemic—and recent waves in other countries—shows that vaccine distribution may not happen fast enough to avoid catastrophic new surges. Due to the societal costs of a nationwide lockdown in 2020, the national government and state governments in India delayed implementing lockdowns during the second wave, resulting in the highest short-term COVID-19 case numbers and deaths witnessed globally during this pandemic. Lockdowns are highly effective in curbing COVID-19 transmission and averting deaths if implemented early; however, the term lockdown evokes painful memories, considering the inhumane ways this intervention has been implemented. HuSH should be a central concept for pandemic preparedness, and the WHO, donor governments and multilateral lending institutions should provide technical assistance and develop funding mechanisms to ensure this intervention can be implemented rapidly and humanely.
evidenced by drops in tuberculosis notifications, HIV testing and child vaccinations. The lockdown’s disproportionate costs for India’s vulnerable, as well as the perception that COVID-19 may be less severe in poor countries than in wealthy countries, led some public health specialists with expertise in India to argue that lockdowns are relevant to high-income countries but misaligned with challenges facing LMICs.

India’s second wave, which began in March 2021, has revealed important limitations of this argument. This surge likely resulted from breakdown in social distancing behaviours, including large political and religious gatherings, and spread of the more transmissible delta and alpha variants. In April 2021, as transmission escalated beyond what less aggressive measures could control, national and state governments debated whether lockdowns should occur. The central government deferred decisions to state governments. Paralysed by a seemingly no-win situation, states delayed instituting lockdowns. Instead, most implemented ineffective transmission control measures, including night curfews, weekend restrictions or partial workplace capacity reductions. As hospital bed availability shrank, oxygen supplies dwindled and deaths escalated, state governments were forced to institute lockdowns in extremis. The central problem was not that states did not initiate lockdowns, but rather that they did not initiate them early. The consequences of delay have been devastating: India frequently reported over 350 000 cases and 3000 deaths daily from late-April to mid-May, likely representing substantial undercounts of true infections and deaths. Lockdowns and their economic and social costs were not averted, but instead were imposed during medical crises, reducing governments’ bandwidth to provide social protections.

**EFFECTIVE WHEN IMPLEMENTED EARLY**

India’s crisis happened despite evidence showing lockdowns have been highly effective—in China, Europe and the USA, for example—in reducing COVID-19 transmission and saving lives. Moreover, early intervention is critical to quell spread of pandemic respiratory viruses locally and across regions in large countries. During the 1918 influenza pandemic in the USA, St. Louis implemented multiple social distancing measures only 14 days earlier than Philadelphia, relative to when initial cases occurred in each city, but experienced less than half of Philadelphia’s cumulative influenza-related mortality. Locking down Wuhan just 3 days earlier might have reduced COVID-19 infections in the rest of China by nearly half. In India’s second wave, cities like Delhi and Mumbai that implemented the earliest and most effective lockdowns witnessed rapid plateaus in case counts, which then dropped considerably faster than the rest of India, where lockdowns were initiated later or less comprehensively (figure 1).

Scientific advances in COVID-19 therapies and vaccines are clearly important but could lead to a false sense of security and shift focus away from public health measures that more effectively save lives during acute surges. The few effective COVID-19 therapies, such as dexamethasone, result in only small reductions in absolute mortality for the overall population. Vaccines are highly effective at preventing disability and death; however, vaccination coverage is lagging in LMICs: as of 16 July 2021, out of 1.3 billion people living in African countries, only about 1% are fully vaccinated. Even the most efficient vaccination campaigns move too slowly to have a meaningful impact during COVID-19 surges, particularly in the context of the delta and alpha variants, which have changed the dynamics of the pandemic, given their higher transmissibility. Conversely, lockdowns buy time to advance the vaccine rollout, which portends an end to this pandemic. By curbing transmission, lockdowns may also slow the emergence of additional variants that could be more transmissible or reduce vaccine efficacy, thereby allowing time for development of vaccine boosters if needed.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)  
COVID-19 daily case numbers for Delhi and Mumbai, India, from 1 March to 31 May 2021. Dotted lines indicate the dates that comprehensive lockdowns were implemented on 19 April for Delhi and 14 April for Mumbai. By 31 May, case numbers had declined by 97% and 94% from their peaks in Delhi and Mumbai, respectively. By contrast, overall case numbers in India declined by only 69% from their peak by 31 May (data from covind19.org).
Although lockdowns put vulnerable populations at risk, evidence globally suggests these same populations suffer disproportionately from uncontrolled transmission, especially given suboptimal healthcare access. Modelling analyses also suggest that, by containing transmission quickly, early implementation of lockdowns may lead to faster economic recovery.20

Our intention is not to minimise the importance of public health interventions that could prevent the need for lockdowns—including testing, contact tracing and isolation. However, when these measures fail, early lockdowns may be effective, especially where health systems are weak.

REIMAGINING LOCKDOWN

Given their effectiveness, we believe lockdowns should be reimagined from three perspectives. First, we should reimagine the language used to describe this intervention. The word lockdown evokes images of government repression. By contrast, ‘shelter’ alludes to the idea that staying home protects individuals from infection during widespread community transmission. The word ‘humane’ indicates social protections are central to this intervention rather than just an afterthought. This language shift is also pragmatic; aversion to the word lockdown in India possibly delayed implementation of this life-saving intervention.

We should also reimagine and define the components of HuSH that most effectively reduce transmission using the latest evidence. Guidance might emphasise the importance of evacuating high-risk indoor spaces—including workplaces, restaurants, religious spaces and non-essential shopping establishments—rather than instituting punitive measures for non-congregative, low-risk outdoor activities. Wide-scale distribution of high-quality face masks, especially for essential workers, should happen concurrently. International bodies, such as the WHO, should create guidance on best practices for implementing HuSH. With the absence of such guidance, Indian state governments suffered economic losses from implementing highly variable and often ineffective social distancing measures while missing out on the health benefits of early HuSH. Across different African countries, implementation of social distancing measures has also been highly variable, highlighting a need for evidence-based guidance.21

Most importantly, we should reimagine and provide international support for the social protections necessary to ensure shelter at home is implemented humanely, especially, but not exclusively, in LMICs. Recent efforts of some Indian states provide examples of how to institute social protections. After issuing shelter at home orders in May 2021, Tamil Nadu initiated cash transfers to much of the population, while Kerala opened community kitchens, delivered food kits to migrant workers and provided rations through the PDS. Expansion of social protection schemes to reach the most vulnerable populations, such as migrant workers, should be a central component of HuSH.

HuSH may be easier to achieve in high-income countries, and implementation capacity within large LMICs, such as India, may be variable by state or region. As such, to facilitate HuSH, donor governments and multilateral lending institutions should expand their vision beyond provision of vaccines, oxygen and medical equipment. They should offer countries technical support regarding early escalation of social distancing measures and financial assistance for social protections, including food aid and cash transfers. They should support rapid scale-up of testing and surveillance, so that LMICs can safely relax social distancing measures. International mechanisms need to be created for rapid disbursement of funds to support HuSH, through a multilateral global pandemic fund or as part of the WHO Director-General’s call for a global pandemic treaty. Since HuSH may be a crucial intervention during future pandemics, developing funding strategies now may serve as an enduring investment in global health.

CONCLUSION

The daunting reality of new waves of the COVID-19 pandemic in LMICs underscores the imperative to accelerate the global vaccine rollout. At the same time, before high levels of vaccine coverage can be achieved globally, all countries, and LMICs in particular, are still at risk of experiencing devastating COVID-19 waves. HuSH must be a core part of the agenda for addressing a pandemic that is still too far from ending, so that the tragedy of India’s second wave is not repeated elsewhere.
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